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Fordham University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 224 pages. Dimensions:
8.8in. x 5.9in. x 0.8in.Clifford Geertz, in his 1973 Interpretation of Cultures, brought about an
epistemological revolution unprecedented since Lvi-Strausss structuralism. In place of Lvi-Strausss
deep structures, Geertz placed deep meaningsand thick descriptions, in a synthesis of the American
tradition of cultural anthropology and new qualitative approaches in the humanities. He powerfully
synthesized and gave the heart of anthropologys tradition a new and enriched conceptual language
that came to be known as interpretive anthropologyand that placed meaning over form in the
center of social analysis. This book maps the circuits of crossfertilizations among disciplines in the
humanities and social sciences that have developed from Geertzs interpretive turn. Panourgia and
Marcus bring together anthropologists working in various parts of the world (Greece, Bali, Taiwan,
the United States) with classicists, historians, and scholars in cultural studies. The volume takes
into account global realities such as 911 and the opening of the Cypriot Green Line and explores the
different ways in which Geertzs anthropology has shaped the pedagogy of their disciplines and
enabled discussions among them. Focusing on place and time, locations and temporalities, the
essays in this volume interrogate the fixity...
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The ebook is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that here is the
best pdf i have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Dr. Karelle Glover-- Dr. Karelle Glover

Completely among the best ebook I actually have possibly read. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. I am very easily can get a
pleasure of studying a written ebook.
-- Mr. Antone Rogahn Sr.-- Mr. Antone Rogahn Sr.
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